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Abstract. On the one hand, the development of Artificial Intelligence (“AI”)
today has had such a significant impact on the lives of modern society that its
emergence began to use widely. However on the other hand, AI existence raises
the problem of liability if there is a loss during its use. Determining accountability
has given rise to a serious debate between objective and subjective approaches to
AI to be given the legal subject and rejected otherwise. The purpose of this article
is to analyze how AI does base on current Indonesian law, its civil liability in
the event of harm by comparing the EU and Japan, and whether AI in Indonesia
could be a legal subject in the future. Using normative legal research methods
with statutory approaches, comparative approaches, and conceptual approaches,
this article finds: (i) AI under Indonesian law is currently an electronic agent,
so it cannot be the legal subject and its civil liability based on the principle of
negligence liability by the organizer as long as it is not the fault of its users; (ii)
Indonesia is currently still using an objective approach and for the future regarding
the possibility of change into a legal subject only occurs if there is a national law
and international agreement to place AI in law through a subjective approach.
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1 Introduction

The Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) is a system designed by humans with software and
hardware such as automated intelligence, assisted intelligence, autonomous intelligence,
and augmented intelligence with the help of machine learning, deep neural network, big
data, and the internet of things, and cloud computing [1]. The emergence of AI in
modern society has given rise to the possibility to be used in various sectors of the field
so that AI has a high socio-economic impact [2]. According to PwC, the potential of AI
alone will contribute $15.7 trillion to the global economy by 2030 [3]. This potential
possibility can achieve by looking at the trend of increasing AI investment every year.
Moreover, in the presence of theCOVID-19 pandemic,McKinseyfindings have provided
awareness to be much more significant in accelerating the use of AI in some sectors than
previously thought [4]. Tangible evidence is seen from Stanford University Human-
Centered Artificial Intelligence report results that the total global investment in AI in
2020 amounted to $ 67.9 billion, or an increase of 40% compared to 2019 [5].
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The magnitude of the potential and growth of AI also raises challenges for legal sci-
ence to how to deal with it, considering every innovation will care about it [6]. Including
AI, its current use intends to make decisions that have a broader impact on individu-
als and society that can lead to manipulation, discrimination, violations of privacy and
property rights, and many others [7]. So AI has sparked a global debate about how to
regulate AI in its responsibility for the dangers it poses and consider AI to be a legal
subject [8].

In this article, the author will analyze AI based on Indonesian law. As far as the
search for studies in Indonesia, the author only found the topic of AI to assist in prepar-
ing legislation and review from the side of criminal liability. Nevertheless, no one has
discussed AI related to accountability and alluding to the legal subject from the civil
side. Therefore, this article will focus on these two things.

2 Methodology

This article is a normative legal study with data sources used from primary data and sec-
ondary data. In this article, the approaches used are statutory, comparative, and concep-
tual approaches. The data obtained is then analyzed qualitatively to classify the aspects
studied. Furthermore, conclusions related to this study are drawn and then elaborated
descriptively-analytically.

3 Analysis and Discussion

3.1 Civil Liability Against AI That Causes Harm According to Indonesian Law

Referring to Indonesia’s positive law, there is currently no specific legislation governing
AI. Although there are no particular regulations, the authors found and argue that AI
under the Law No. 11 of 2008 on Electronic Information and Transactions (“ITE Law”)
is a tool constructed to be an electronic agent. Several reasons support him for this. First,
see Article 1 number 8 of the ITE Law on the definition of electronic agents, which is the
device of an electronic system made to act on certain electronic information automati-
cally organized by people. People here as electronic system organizers consider mutatis
mutandis as electronic agent organizers based on Article 36 paragraph (3) of Govern-
ment Regulation No. 71 of 2019 on on The Implementation of Electronic Systems and
Transactions (“PP PSTE”) and AI as its electronic system. Second, Article 36 paragraph
(4) of PP PSTE states that electronic agents can be in the form of visual, audio, electronic
data, and other formats. The other format can be included by AI, considering its form
of software and hardware. Third, from a trade law perspective, electronic agents can
also be constructed as intermediary traders. The electronic agent here becomes a party
authorized by the owner of electronic information to take action on the electronic infor-
mation in his possession automatically [9]. From such a structure, the authors conclude
that can expand the responsibilities of electronic agents to include civil liability because
AI becomes a legal object and not a legal subject to take an objective approach [10].

Furthermore, for the three reasons above, the existence of AI in Indonesia in terms
of civil liability in the event of loss as an electronic agent then uses the principle of
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negligence liability as stipulated in Article 1367 of Civil Code the juncto Article 21 the
ITE Law. Civil liability based on the principle of negligence liability will be strengths
by Edmon Makarim opinion that the ITE Law adheres to the principle of negligence
liability whereby the organizer is positioned in a state of guilt always charged to be
responsible unless it can be proven that the error of the electronic system is not his fault
[11]. Then, Edmon Makarim also added that it could be possible to use strict liability in
losses that have a significant impact and potentially harm the broader public interest in
the ITE Law [11].

Additionally, when compared with other countries such as the European Union
(“EU”) and Japan. The EU takes an objective approach because it considers AI as a
tool to facilitate human work. Then related to its civil liability, the EU issued guidelines
that divide it into two based on the risk, namely high-risk, low risk [12]. If AI is at
low risk where the impact is not significant, civil liability is based on the principle of
negligence liability, while AI-based on high risk, if there is a significant potential danger
or damage to many people, is used strict liability [13]. Likewise, Japan considers AI as
a human tool because the country lacks a productive age population. Event of losses due
to AI, civil liability in Japan is the same as that used by the EU [14].

3.2 Assessing AI as a Legal Subject in Indonesia: Challenges and Possibilities

Referring to Development in modern law, the legal subject is divided into two, namely
naturally, namely human, and given by law, namely legal entities [15]. Regarding AI
itself, internationally, there is currently no agreement that states AI is a legal subject
because it is still a debate.Thedebate into twoapproaches between theobjective approach
and the subjective approach. The objective approach argues that AI is not a legal subject
because AI does not have a legal personality in the form of rights and obligations given
the results of human programmers [16]. Furthermore, the objective approach uses the
analogy of animal and employer human relationships to see AI as a tool, i.e., if the AI’s
actions cause harm, then ai owners can hold accountable as long as the user does not
make the error. As for if according to Indonesian civil law, the analogy regulating in
Article 1367 paragraph (1) of the Civil Code related to responsibility for goods under
its supervision, Article 1367 paragraph (3) of the Civil Code related to liability between
workers and employers, and Article 1368 of the Civil Code regarding liability between
owners and their pets. Therefore, the objective approach emphasizes that AI here is an
object and not a subject because the primary existence of AI is to help humans work
[17].

Instead, the objective approach does challenge by a subjective approach that uses
bundle theory by Visa A.J. Kurki and fiction theory by Friedrich Carl von Savigny as its
subjectivity to declare AI as the subject of a new law [18, 19, 20]. AI is considering a new
legal subject because it will be the need ofmodern-era society, so it must doing recognize
by law to obtain rights and obligations [21]. AI can demonstrate the characteristics of
entities recognized as legal subjects such as intelligence, autonomous decision-making,
and learning from their own experiences, memory, and planning [22]. Although it lacks
the personality and ability to express its will common to humans and legal entities,
AI can still be granted legal subject status as an artificial legal entity. Through such
artificial legal entities, AI has a unique nature whose scope of rights and obligations is
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not necessarily the same as those of other legal subjects, both human and legal entities
[23]. Therefore, AI can only have rights and obligations by being strictly defined by law
[24].

Although the objective approach emphasizes the existence of law personality feel-
ings, the subjective approachmust be changed from a different point of view, considering
that AI has a unique nature so that the criteria of legal subjects do base on acceptance in
people’s lives [25]. According to the subjective approach, the change intends to empha-
size that the treatment of AI should be a separate legal subject, in contrast to humans and
legal entities [26]. Then to contemplate that AI is different when it uses analogies with
animals, humans, or legal entities, it should be considered a new and unique category
[27]. Therefore, AI should be assessed from a third-person perspective and not from a
first-person or second-person perspective because they are data-driven and can only see
their environment in the form of data when responding to its consciousness [27]. Thus,
the understanding of objective approaches should evolve into accepting new people’s
lives to confer AI as a legal subject so that it can bear responsibility for the damage it
causes [28]. Furthermore, the subjective approach then argues that using an objective
approach will hinder AI innovation because it emphasizes unbalanced accountability for
its makers [29].

Looking at the previous explanation, then AI cannot currently be a legal subject for
Indonesia because Indonesia uses an objective approach by considering AI as a tool in
Civil Code and constructed to be an electronic agent under the ITE Law. Then the next
question is whether AI will be a legal subject in the future for Indonesia? In the future,
it does not rule out the possibility if there is a national law and international agreement
on AI to be the legal subjectn [30]. However, for now, the EU High-Level Expert Group
on AI (HLEG-AI) issued a statement not to give legal subjects to AI due to the still
unreasonable risks of AI development, accountability, transparency, and responsibility
until the dreaded moral hazard arises over its use [31]. Many legal experts warn that such
attribution makes it possible to escape responsibility because they know they will not be
held accountable [32]. In addition, providing AI as a legal subject will not necessarily
provide better protection for now because the existence of AI is still unclear what legal
interests it represents [33].

Besides to the above reasons, the fact that providing legal subjects for AI today
in a subjective approach still cannot meet the criteria to meet the criteria for rights
and obligations [34]. The subjective approach argues that AI is currently still in the
development stage and will achieve at some level so that there are no barriers to giving it
currently in law [35]. Unfortunately, the subjective approach has not been able to explain
what kind of greatness at some level is meant for AI to give a legal subject [36]. Besides,
if the AI cannot find and meet its criteria, it will be like animals with all the similar
attributes there are in ai, even reason and personality, but repeated calls to give legal
subjects to animals have failed mainly due to their inability to perform tasks [37]. It is
increasingly feared again because in AI, there are difficulties where AI has variations
between software and hardware of different forms, thus raising the question of whether
the two variations can be said to be the same to be legal subjects [38]. Eventually, the
change of AI into the subject of law in Indonesia could occur if subjective approaches
in future national law and international agreement accept.
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4 Conclusion

Currently, Indonesian law applies an objective approach to civil liability to AI that causes
harmwith the principle of negligence liability. This principle is because AI is considered
an electronic agent where AI is a legal object under the ITE Law. The implication is that
AI is not considered a legal subject. In the future, the study of AI should do improve.
Experts in both law and IT need to discuss whether AI can be a legal subject and analyze
other AI developments such as intellectual property in anticipation and prepare the rule
of law to gain benefits from the rapid development of AI.
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